
We are looking to 
strengthen our team in  
Germany (Kaiserslautern)  
with a full-time position as

Backend Developer 
(m/f/d)

Infront was started with the desire to challenge the status quo 
and build a smarter alternative to financial market data tech- 
nology. Today, we offer a powerful combination of global market 
data, electronic trading, news, and analytics along with data and feed 
solutions, solutions for portfolio management and advisory, regu-
latory compliance as well as publication and distribution solutions. 
All built to be modular and scalable to suit our customers‘ needs. 
 
Our solutions serve over 90,000 professional users. With more than 500 
employees in 13 countries across Europe and South Africa, our experts 
work tirelessly to meet the challenges of our clients, ensuring they con-
tinuously receive the best solutions and services.

About the Role
We are looking for a smart, pragmatic, clear communicator who  
loves to solve problems with original thinking, drive features and  
who is able to work as part of an agile team in order to make us  
collectively stronger.
 

What you´ll do:
 � Contribute to an agile team delivering new features on a  

 continuous basis
 � Design and implement Java and Spring based services across  

 a range of technologies (TCP/IP, AMQP, gRPC, REST)
 � Work with complex binary or textual data
 � Being involved in the full software life cycle from design to  

 production to shape the future of our products  

Also, you get the opportunity to work on what you deem important. 
Every second Friday is our “Sprint-Free-Friday” where you have time 
for your pet projects and everything else you always wanted to try 
out (software development related of course; knitting is out of the 
question). 

If Kaiserslautern is not your desired location, fear not. The only thing 
that matters for us is how you work, not from where!

Who you are 
What you´ll bring:

 � A can-do attitude and abundance mindset
 � Hands-on experience in designing and implementing high-quality  

 modern APIs and Backend systems using Java and Spring
 � Ability to analyze requirements, brainstorm ideas and build  

	 efficient	solutions
 � Willingness to dive into complex code bases and to solve problems
 � Team spirit making sure that everyone feels valued and is  

 excited to work with you
 � Passion in data, curiosity, pragmatism and humility
 � Prior	experience	in	financial	data	processing	is	a	strong	plus

Why join Infront? 
What you‘ll get:
Infront offers exciting and challenging job opportunities within the 
financial	technology	sector.	You	will	be	a	part	of	an	active	social	
environment with friendly, supportive, and highly skilled colleagues. 
Being part of a company that is built on technological innovation, you 
will	experience	great	opportunities	for	personal	growth	and	fulfilling	
career possibilities in a fast-paced environment.  
At the same time, we have an informal and relaxed culture based on 
mutual trust, respect, and cooperation. Become a part of the Infront 
culture, where contributions are recognized, and achievements are 
celebrated.

Additional benefits include:
 � Additional leave days
 � Company laptop
 � Pension support
 � Corporate	benefits/	discounts

Apply today and join our Infront family:
mycareer.infrontfinance.com 
 

Handled by: 
Taryn Stephen

career@infrontfinance.com


